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In an earlier paper, one of the authors introduced a record-based model for 
describing historical data for objects (here called “object histories”). The major con- 
struct in the model is a computation-tuple sequence scheme (abbreviated CSS) 
which specifies the set of all “valid object histories for the same type of object. In 
follow-up articles, the effects of interval queries and projections on object histories 
were examined. Now, one of the components in a CSS is a finite set of constraints 
on object histories. In the present investigation the notion of bad-subsequence con- 
straint is delined and CSS in which each constraint is of this kind are studied. (A 
bad-subsequence constraint e is specilied by a given set g of object histories. An 
object history ti satislies e if ri has no subsequence which is a sequence in 4.) 
Among the results are the following: (i) Necessary and sufhcient conditions for a set 
of object histories described by a given CSS to be described by another CSS having 
only bad-subsequence constraints, i.e., when a given CSS is bad-subsequence 
representable; (ii) a characterization for when a bad-subsequence-representable CSS 
is also locally representable (in the sense of one of the earlier papers); and (iii) con- 
nections of bad-subsequence representability with functional-dependency represen- 
tability. It? 1987 Academvz Press. Inc. 
In [GTl] the notion of a record-based, algebraically-delined, com- 
putation-oriented data model for describing historical data (called “object 
history” and represented by a sequence of “computation” tuples) was 
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introduced and some elementary properties were discussed.’ Examples of 
such historical data abound in accounting-like situations, such as checking 
accounts, credit-card accounts, taxes, inventory control, utility bills, pen- 
sion plans, etc. The major construct in the model is a “computation-tuple 
sequence scheme” (CSS), which specilies the set of all possible “valid” 
object histories for the same type of object. In subsequent papers, the 
effects of “interval queries” [GT2] and projections [GTa] on object 
histories were examined. Now one of the major components in a CSS is a 
linite set of constraints on object histories. In scanning some real-life exam- 
ples of object histories, the current authors noticed that satisfaction of 
functional dependencies (FDs) and other kinds of constraints by an object 
history could be formulated in terms of sequences which avoid “bad 
sequences” as a subsequence. This observation led us to abstract and sub- 
sequently study the notion of a bad-subsequence constraint. The purpose of 
this paper is to present the results of that investigation. 
Informally, an object history is a historical record of an object, i.e., an 
individual entity such as, e.g., a specific person’s checking account. An 
object history is a sequence of occurrences, each occurrence consisting of 
some input data and, possibly, some calculation. (For example, in a 
checking-account history, one occurrence might be, in part, the amount to 
be deposited or withdrawn, together with the computation of the new daily 
minimum balance and the new balance. In an electricity-usage history, one 
occurrence might be the current meter reading and the current price per 
kilowatt-hour, together with the computation of the kwh consumption and 
the consumer cost.) In addition, the model includes (i) a set of attributes, 
partitioned into state, input, and evaluation attributes, according to their 
roles, (ii) functions which calculate values for state and evaluation 
attributes, (iii) semantic constraints, and (iv) an initialization which 
specilies how to start a valid computation-tuple sequence until all state and 
evaluation functions can be applied. 
In the course of our development, we shall encounter several types of 
constraints (general bad-subsequence, bounded bad-subsequence, 
functional, and local) and investigate their relationships. Although many of 
these results are of interest, they are not our main concern (and are 
therefore referred to as propositions). Our principal interest is in the object 
histories described by these constraints within a CSS environment. Our 
’ There are other models of historical databases in the literature, e.g,, [CT, CW, Ga, Sri]. 
However, there is no overlap between the present model and the others, either in formalism or 
in questions of concern. In particular, the present model emphasizes the order of occurrences, 
whereas the others stress time. The present model incorporates computation, whereas the 
others do not. And tinally, the present model is geared toward (and studied with respect to) 
generative capacity, whereas the other are directed toward (and examined with respect to) 
query capacity. 
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main attention is therefore focussed not on whether a particular description 
of a CSS only involves a certain type but rather whether (and when) a 
particular set of object histories can be delined by some CSS having all its 
constraints of a certain kind, i.e., the so-called representability problem. 
Accordingly, our major results, the theorems, deal with characterizations 
of representability by various types of bad-subsequence constraints, their 
mutual connections, and their interaction with local representability. 
Because of the essentially algebraic nature of the development and results, 
we do not consider questions of recognition algorithms and their com- 
plexity. These questions, and analogous ones for related research on object 
histories, are clearly of practical importance and will be the subject of a 
subsequent investigation. 
The paper itself is organized into four sections. Section 1 first reviews the 
object-history model. It then introduces bad-subsequence constraints and 
characterizes them in terms of their sets of valid sequences. Section 2 deals 
with the notion of representability by bad-subsequence constraints. Charac- 
terizations are given for when a set of object histories is bad-subsequence 
representable. These characterizdtions are expressed in terms of bad-sub- 
sequence constraints having the smallest, respectively largest, set of sequen- 
ces which can be used for that purpose. Section 3 concerns the connections 
between bad-subsequence representability and local representability as 
introduced in [GTl]. For example, a characterization is presented for 
when bad-subsequence representability is also local representability. Sec- 
tion 4 examines FDs. In particular, a characterization is given for when 
bad-subsequence representability is also FD-representability. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
As mentioned in the Introduction, we are concerned with a special class 
of constraints in object histories. In this section, we first review the model 
for object histories presented in [GTl]. (A more detailed discussion of this 
model can be found in [GTl] together with some motivational examples.) 
We then introduce the class of constraints of interest to us. 
Informally, an object history is a historical record of an object. An object 
history is a sequence of occurrences, each occurrence consisting of some 
input data and, possibly, some calculation. (For example, in a checking- 
account history, one occurrence might be, in part, the amount to be 
deposited or withdrawn, together with the computation of the new daily 
minimum balance and the new balance,) In the model, each object history 
is represented as a sequence of tuples (over the same attributes), called a 
“computation-tuple sequence.” A “computation-tuple sequence scheme” 
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(CSS) is a construct which delines the set of all “valid” computation-tuple 
sequences. A CSS consists ofi 
(Al) a set of attributes, partitioned into state, input, and evaluation 
attributes, according to their roles; 
(d2) functions which calculate values for the state and evaluation 
attributes; 
(d3) a set of semantic constraints involving the order of the com- 
putation tuples; and 
(A4) an “initialization,” i.e., a set of specific computation-tuple 
sequences with which to start a valid computation-tuple sequence until all 
state and evaluation functions can be applied. 
A computation-tuple sequence is valid if it starts with one of the sequences 
in (A4), uses the functions in (A2) to calculate its state-attribute and 
evaluation-attribute values, and satislies the semantic constraints of (A3). 
Turning to a formal treatment, Domw is an inlinite set of elements 
(called domain values) and Uwd is an inlinite set of symbols (called 
afzribu&s). For each 4 in U=, Dam(A) (called the domain of 4) is a subset 
of Darn= of at least two elements. All attributes considered are assumed to 
be elements of U=,. The symbols 4, B, and C (possibly with subscripts) 
denote attributes and U (possibly subscripted) denotes a nonempty tinite 
set of attributes. 
Let X be a nonempty linite set of attributes and A1 ,..., 14n some lixed 
listing of the distinct elements of X. Then (X) denotes the sequence’ 
A, . . . An, and Dom( (X) ) the Cartesian product Dom(A , ). . . x Dom(An). 
Also, (Xl A;) denotes the prefix A, . . . Ai-, , i 2 2. [A subsequence of a 
sequence p, . ‘p,,, is a sequence of the form pi, . . p,,, where i, -C -C ir. A 
prefix of a sequence p, ... pm is a subsequence of the form p, . . pi for 
some ia 1.1 
We are now able to formalize the notions of occurrence and sequence of 
occurrences, as mentioned earlier in this section. (Instead of “occurrence” 
and “sequence of occurrences” we shall use the terms “computation tuple” 
and “computation-tuple sequence.“) 
DEFINITION. Let (U) be a sequence of attributes. A computation cuple 
over (U) is an ordered pair ((U), z4), or u when (U) is understood, 
where u is an element in Dom( (U)). A computation-tuple &sequence over 
(Uj is a nonempty linite sequence of computation tuples over (U). The 
set of all computation-tuple sequences over ( U) is denoted by SEQ( ( U)). 
Unless otherwise stated, u, u, and MJ, possibly subscripted or primed, 
always represent computation tuples. Similarly, G, t?, and i6 always 
represent computation-tuple sequences, 
2 A sequence p,,..., pm is frequently written without commas, that is, as ,CJ[ ... JJ,,, 
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To formalize (A 1) and (d2), we have: 
DEFINITION. An attribute scheme over (U) is a triple ((S), (I), (E)), 
where S, I, and E are pairwise disjoint subsets of U (of state, input, and 
euafuation attributes, respectively), with S and Z nonempty and (U) = 
(S)(I)(E). [Given sequences (U1)=A1...Am, and (U2)=B,...B,,,2, 
(U,)(U2) denotes the sequence A,...Am,B,‘..B,,,>.] 
DEFINITION. A computation scheme (abbreviated CS) over (U) is3 a 
5-tuple %’ = ((S), (I), (E), 8, F), where 
(1) ((S), (Z), (E)) is an attribute scheme over (U); 
(2) &={ec\C in E, e= a partial function (called an eualuation 
function) from Dom( ( U))Pc’ x Dom( (U 1 C)) into Dam(C) for some non- 
negative integer Pi}; and 
(3) F={jilA in S, LA a partial function (called a state function) 
from Dom( (U)) into Dam(A)}. 
The integer pc is called the rank of e=; and p(%)=max{p=, 1 \ecin c,?} is 
the rank of ‘3. 
Intuitively, the rank of a computation scheme is the minimum number of 
previous computation tuples on which each computation tuple com- 
putationally depends. 
To illustrate the above concepts, we consider a limited check-writing 
plan of a savings and loan association. (This is a modified version of the 
checking-account example given in [GTl].) 
EXAMPLE 1.1. There are the three usual actions of DEPOSIT, 
WITHDRAW (by the account holder), and CHECK (to another party), 
each followed by a computation of the new balance. A special type of 
action, INTEREST, pays interest daily on the day’s minimum balance at a 
current rate. Each date is assumed to uniquely determine an (interest) rate. 
Furthermore, the account holder is allowed to write at most three checks 
each month. (All additional checks will not be honored.) 
A computation scheme @? = ((S), <Z), (E}, 8, 9) over (U) = 
(S)(Z) (E> for the limited check-writing plan is as follows: 
(a) (S} = DATE; 
(Z) = ACTION, AMOUNT, RATE; 
(E) = DAILY-MIN-BAL, INT-AMT, BALANCE. 
’ More precisely, over ((S), (I), (IZ)). Throughout this paper, the factorization of (U) 
into the desired state attributes, input attributes, and evaluation attributes will bc obvious. 
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The domain of DATE is the obvious set of date values and the domain 
of ACTION is {DEPOSIT, WITHDRAW, CHECK, INTEREST}. The 
domains of the remaining attributes are any reasonable sets of appropriate 
nonnegative numbers. 
If the action is INTEREST, then INT-AMT is the interest at the current 
rate on the day’s minimum balance; and if the action is not INTEREST, 
then INT-AMT is 0. 
(b) &={e DAILY-MIN-BAL? elNT-AMT3 eBALANCE } and F = {fDATE}. The 
evaluation function eDA,L,,MMINeBAL, abbreviated eDB, is the mapping from 
Dom( (17)) x Dom(( Ui DAZLY-MZN-BAL)) into Dom(DAZLY-MZN- 
BAL) detined as follows: For all u in Dom( (U)), d in Dom(DATE), UC in 
Dom(ACTZON), am in Dom(AMOUNT) and r in Dom(RATE), 
eDB(u, d, ac, am, r) = 
U(B) - urn if ac = WITHDRAW 
U(B) if UC = DEPOSIT 
r x U(B) if UC = INTEREST, 
where B = DAILY-MIN-BAL if u(ACTZON) # INTEREST and B = 
BALANCE if u(ACTZON) = INTEREST, Note that the rank of eDB is 1. 
The evaluation functions e,NTvAMT and eBALANcE are delined similarly 
(details omitted), and are of rank 0 and rank 1 resp. The state function 
f DATE is delined to return the same DATE-value if ACTION-value is either 
DEPOSIT, WITHDRAW, or CHECK; and the next date otherwise. 
The purpose of a computation scheme is to select those computation- 
tuple sequences whose values for the state and evaluation attributes are 
ultimately determined by the corresponding state and evaluation functions. 
More formally, we have: 
Not&ion. For each CS %‘= ((S), (Z), (E), &,5) over (U), let 
VSEQ(%?) be the set of all ti = Us . . . Us (m > 1) in SEQ( (U)) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) For each 2<h<m and A in S, uJA)=fA(qe,); and 
(2) For each pc<h<rn and C in4 E, uJC)=ec(uhppc,..., 
Uh-1, %lI<Ul OIL 
Clearly, VSEQ(%) is an interval-closed set. [An interual of a sequence 
PI . . . p,,, is a subsequence of the form pi.. . pj for some i and j, 1 < i < 
j < m. A set 9 of sequences is interval closed, resp. prefix closed, if it con- 
tains all intervals, resp. prelixes, of the sequences in y.] 
4 Let (17) = A, ‘. An and (A’) a subsequence of (U). For each computation tupk u over 
(U), u[(,Y)] is the computation tuple 0 over (A’) detined by u(A) = u(A) for each A in A’. 
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To formalize (LIP), we borrow the following notion (appropriately 
moditied) from relational database theory. 
DEFINITION. A constraint CJ over SEQ(( 17)) is a mapping over 
SEQ( (U)) which assigns to each ~2 in SEQ( (U)) a value of “true” or 
“false.” If I = true, then Li is said to satisfy 0, denoted ti k 0. Write 
c t& 0 if ~2 t= r~ is false. For each set Z of constraints over SEQ( (U)), the 
set {2 in SEQ(( U))lti + c, @ in Zj is denoted by VSEQ(Z). 
The concept of a constraint for computation-tuple sequences given above 
is too general for our purposes. Without a further limitation, we could 
obtain extremely pathological sets of computation-tuple sequences. The 
types of constraints which seem to arise in realistic object histories, and to 
which we shall henceforth restrict ourselves, have the feature of being 
“uniform.” These are characterized by the fact that satisfaction holds 
uniformly throughout a computation-tuple sequence, i.e., holds in every 
interval of a computation-tuple sequence. 
DEFINITION. A constraint c over SEQ(( U)) is uni$ornz if, for each 
ii= u, ...um over ( U), ti t= 0 implies ui.. . uj + e for all i and j, 
1 <i<j<nz. 
Clearly, if ,Z is a set of uniform constraints, then VSEQ(2) is an interval- 
closed set. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (continued). 
(c) The set 2 of constraints consists of: 
0, : If ACTION is INTEREST, then AMOUNT is 0. 
CT~ : Each DATE-value uniquely determines the RATE-value. 
c3 : The action CHECK cannot occur more than three times within 
one calender month. 
The last concept needed for a computation-tuple sequence scheme is 
(~t4), the “initialization.” 
DEFINITION. Given a CS %’ over (U) and a tinite set ,Y of uniform con- 
straints over SEQ( (U)), an initialization (with respect to %? and Z) is any 
prefix-closed subset 9 of 
(izii denotes the length of ~2.) Given an initialization %9, let VSEQ(9) 
denote the set 
Yu [z2inSEQ((U))~ti=ti,ii2forsometi,inYoflength~(%)}. 
Clearly, VSEQ(9) is prefix closed but not necessarily interval closed. 
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EXAMPLE 1.1 (continued). 
(d) The initialization 9 is the set 
{(d, DEPOSIT, am, r, 0, 0, am) 1 din Dom( DATE), am in Dom(AMOUNT), 
r in Dom(RATE)}. 
Using the previous concepts, we are now ready to define the fundamental 
notion of computation-tuple sequence scheme. 
DEFINITION. .4 computation-tuple sequence scheme (abbreviated CSS) 
over ((s), (I), (E)) (abbreviated “over (u),” with ( U) = 
(,S)(Z)(E)) is a triple T= (%, 2, Y), where 
(1) W is a computation scheme over (U); 
(2) Z is a finite set of uniform constraints over SEQ( ( U)); and 
(3) 9 is an initialization with respect to % and 2. 
A CSS determines valid computation-tuple sequences as follows: 
DEFINITION. For each CSS T= (%, II, .Y), let 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Z) n VSEQ(9). 
A computation-tuple sequence is said to be valid (for T) if it is in 
VSEQ( T). 
Thus, a computation-tuple sequence is valid if (i) it is “consistent” with 
%Y, (ii) it satisfies each constraint in Z, and (iii) it is either in the 
initialization, or its prefix of length p(%‘) is in the initialization. 
Since both VSEQ(@?) and VSEQ(Z) are interval closed and VSEQ(Y) is 
prefix closed, VSEQ(T) is prefix closed. However, VSEQ(T) is not 
necessarily interval closed. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (continued). A CSS for the limited check-writing plan is 
T= (( (,S), (Z), (E}, 8, 9), 2, Y), with the components as described in 
(a)-(d). One valid computation-tuple sequence for T is given in Fig. 1.1. 
DATE 1 ACTION 1 AMOUNT 1 RATE 1 DAILY-MIN-BAL 1 INT-AMT 1 BALANCE] 
FIGURE 1.1 
643/73/2-7 
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As already mentioned, the purpose of this paper *is to introduce and 
study a special class of uniform constraints, especially within the context of 
CSS. Consider the constraints ci, 1 < i< 3, in Example 1.1. Each has the 
property that it can be described in terms of sequences which do not occur 
as a subsequence of a valid sequence. For c,, computation tuples of the 
form 
(4 9 ucl, urnI, rl, db,, il, bl), 
where acl = INTEREST and urn 1 # 0, do not occur as a subsequence of a 
valid computation-tuple sequence. For r~*, sequences of the form 
Cd,, ucl, aml, rl, h, il, hNd2, uc2, am2, rz, &, i2, b2h 
where d, = d2 and r, # r2, are considered as “bad sequences.” For Go, the 
bad subsequences are 
Cd, 9 acl, amI, rl, db,, il, b,Md2, ac2, am2, r2, db2, i2, bd 
(4 9 uc3, m3, r3, dh, i3, bJfd4, ac4, am4, r4, db4, i4, b& 
where ucl = uc2 = ac3 = uc4 = CHECK and d,, d2, d3, d4 are dates of the 
same calender month. 
The above idea of a type of constraint which is described in terms of 
avoiding a set of bad sequences is the central concept of the present paper. 
This notion is now formalized and then studied in the sequel. 
~&ur&z. For g and 6 in SEQ( ( U) ), -1 - u u means that 6 is a subsequence 
of ii. 
DEFINITION. For each L4? s SEQ( (U)), let c(g) be the constraint (over - - 
SEQ( (17))) defined by ii k c(9) if there is no 17 is B such that ui u. 
A constraint r~ is called bud subsequence if g = c(B) for some 9. Given 
k>O, (i) 99% SEQ(( U)) is called k-bounded if [iii <k for all ii in B, 
and (ii) a constraint g is called k-bounded bud-subsequence if 0 = c(B) 
for some k-bounded B. A set, resp. a constraint, is said to be bounded, 
resp. bounded bud-subsequence, if it is k-bounded, resp. k-bounded bad- 
subsequence, for some k. 
Clearly, each k-bounded bad-subsequence constraint is l-bounded bad- 
subsequence for all 12 k. 
Suppose ,Z is a set of bad-subsequence constraints. Then VSEQ(Z) is 
subsequence closed, i.e., if fi is in VSEQ(Z) and 61 ri, then 6 is in VSEQ(Z). 
Hence, bad-subsequence constraints are uniform. It turns out that this 
property characterizes bad-subsequence constraints. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. A constraint a is bad subsequence ijf VSEQ(c) is sub- 
sequence closed. 
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Prooj It suflices to show the “if.” Thus suppose VSEQ(0) is sub- 
sequence closed. Let 649 = SEQ(( U>) - VSEQ(cr). We shall show that 
0 = c(sq. 
Suppose 5 is in VSEQ( 0) and t7 1 ti. Since VSEQ( 0) is subsequence closed, 
5 is in VSEQ(c). Hence ti is not in .!?#. Therefore, ; k c(g) and VSEQ(0) g 
VSEQ(c(9?)). To see the reverse inclusion, whence 0 = c(g), suppose ti is in - - VSEQ(c(g)). Then ~7 is not in 98 if 17 1 c. Since u 1 U, ti is not in @. Thus G is 
in VSEQ(c). 1 
2. b-REPRESENTABILITY 
As mentioned in the Introduction, our main interest is not in constraints 
themselves but in the CSS which can be described by constraints. In this 
section we therefore consider the question of when one CSS can be 
represented by another CSS which has only bad-subsequence constraints or 
only bounded bad-subsequence constraints. Our major results are two 
characterizations for such CSS, each characterization having one version 
for the arbitrary case and another for the bounded case. 
By delinition, a bad-subsequence constraint is delined by a “set 98 of bad 
subsequences.” However, there may be several other sets 99’ of bad sub- 
sequences which specify the same constraint. Given $8, we now describe all 
those 9 such that c(?tY) = c(9). 
Nokztion. For each subset 98 of SEQ( (U)), let 
&9~i~={ziin59/thereisnor7in9?,r7#ti,suchthatr7[ii} 
and 
2a ~~.x={tiinSEQ((U))li71tiforsomer5in~~. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let i?J and 99 be subsets of SEQ( (U)). Then 
(4 gmin G gma.x y 
@J 4~miJ = 4~) = @%za.x~, mu’ 
(c) c(B) = ~(39’) iff ?&in s 9Y s gma.x. 
ProoJ (a) follows from the fact that Z&,,i,, ~99 s a,,,a.K, and (b) is 
straightforward. Consider (c). First suppose that &9,,,i,, s g’ s &?,,,Ux. Then 
~~~Q~@%,mJ~ s V=QCdW) 
G ~~~Q~4~rn~n~~ 
s ~~~Q~@%,mx 1 A tv @I. 
Hence VSEQ(c(99’)) = VSEQ(C(@~~.~)) = VSEQ(c(a)), so ~(99) = ~($8’). 
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Now suppose c(#) = c(B). We tirst show that 9ZJmin s 9?‘. Therefore, 
assume there exists ti in .?&” - $3’. Since ti is in amin, 6 l+ c(Bmi,,) = c(g) = 
~(33’). Hence, there exists 6 in 54?’ such that 61 zi. Clearly 6 # ii. Moreover, 
6 k c(g). [Otherwise, there exists KJ in 93 such that 616, whence ~1 ti, 
which contradicts fi being in J?&,,.] Thus 6 l= c(B’), which contradicts 6 
being in 93’. Therefore there is no c in 9Ymj,, -g’, so ami,, G B’. Finally, 
observe that g’ z 9&,,0.X. Indeed, let ti be in 9’. Then zi l& ~(93’) = c(B). 
Hence there exists 0 in B such that 6 1 ti. Therefore, ti is in $$,,a.X. 1 
Proposition 2.1 implies that gmifi and B,,,a.Y only depend on the con- 
straint c(B) in the sense that if c(9) = c(BY), then Bmjn =.%kj,, and 
a? r?uLY = 9;u.y = SEQt < u) I- Vf=QC4~)). 
From (c) of Proposition 2.1 and the definition of a k-bounded bad-sub- 
sequence constraint, we immediately get: 
COROLLARY. c(g) is k-bounded bad-subsequence l&f .3$,,i,, is k-bounded. 
Hence, c(B) is a bounded bad-subsequence constraint ff a,,,iR is k-bounded 
,for som’e k > 0. 
We now turn to the main issue of the section. Given an arbitrary 
CSS T= (%?,,Z, Y), there are many other CSS T’= (%‘,Z’,X) which describe 
the same object histories in the sense that VSEQ(T’) = VSEQ( T). This 
situation is illustrated by: 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let T be the CSS introduced in Example 1.1. Suppose 
the constraint cZ is replaced by 
c;: Two consecutive tuples with the same DATE-values must also 
have the same RATE-values. 
Let T=(%?, {0,, ok, 03}, 91. It is readily seen (proof omitted) that this 
substitution does not change the set of valid computation-tuple sequences 
of T, i.e., VSEQ(T’) = VSEQ(T). However, cZ is a bad-subsequence con- 
straint whereas 0; is not. Thus, T is described by a set of bad-subsequence 
constraints whereas T’ is not. 
Example 2.1 shows that in some cases a CSS described by constraints 
some of which are not bad-subsequence may be replaced by another CSS 
with all of its constraints bad-subsequence. This suggests the following 
question: Under what conditions can a given set of object histories be 
dehned by a CSS having only bad-subsequence constraints? This question 
is answered by the theorems of this section. First, however, we formalize 
the notion of being representable by bad-subsequence constraints. 
DEFINITION. A CSS T= (%‘, Z, 9) is said to be b-representable (respec- 
tively, k-bounded b-representable, k some positive integer) if there exists a 
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CSS T’ = ($?, Z’, 9) such that Z’ is a set of bad-subsequence constraints 
(respectively, k-bounded bad-subsequence constraints) and VSEQ( T’) = 
VSEQ(T). A CSS is said to be bounded b-representable if it is k-bounded 
b-representable for some k > 0. 
When dealing with b-representability, the next lemma allows us to 
consider only single constraints instead of sets of constraints. 
DEFINITION. Given constraints oi and oZ over SEQ(( U)), the con- 
junction of U, and oZ, denoted CJ, A gZ (respectively, the disjunction of 
o, and cr*, denoted oi v CJ~), is the constraint over SEQ( (U)) delined 
by (g, A oZ)(ti) = true if o,(i) = true and am = true (respectively, 
o,(c) = true or cr2(ti) = true). 
LEMMA 2.1. For all subsets 93 and 9’ of SEQ( (U)), ~(59) A ~(9’) = 
c(B u 99’). Hence, c(B) A c(#) is a bad-subsequence constraint, and if c(B) 
and ~(98’) are k-bounded (respectively, bounded) constraints then so is 
c(za) A c(93’). 
ProoJ Obvious. 1 
While not needed in the sequel, we consider the situation for the 
disjunction of bad-subsequence constraints. Clearly, c(g) v c(9) = 
4%nm l-7 KnlLx ). Thus the disjunction of two bad-subsequence constraints is 
also a bad-subsequence constraint. Suppose &? and 649’ are bounded, say by 
k, and k?, respectively. By the Corollary to Proposition 2.1, c(a) v ~(69’) 
is a bounded bad-subsequence constraint iff (&?,,,U.Y n &,UX),,,i,, is bounded. 
As is readily seen, (gMU.Yn 4YMU.Y)min is (kI + k?)-bounded. [Indeed, each 
sequence in (9?mU.Y n @mO.X)min is a subsequence of some sequence in g 
“shuflled” in some way with some sequence in #.I Hence, the disjunction 
of two bounded bad-subsequence constraints is again a bounded bad-sub- 
sequence constraint. From this it follows that whenever T, = (‘8, Z,, 9) 
and Tz = (%, ZZ, 3) are (bounded) b-representable, there exists a (boun- 
ded) b-representable T3 = (%Y, ,X3, 9) such that VSEQ( TX) = VSEQ( TI) u 
VSEQ( Tz). (Indeed, by Lemma 2.1, we may assume that Z, = {c(g,)} and 
z2 = ww tg, and aZ being bounded). Let T3 be the (bounded) b- 
representable CSS (%?, c(g,) v c(5&), 9). Then VSEQ( TI) u VSEQ( Tz) = 
(VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(c(&?i)) n VSEQ(9)) u (VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(c(&)) 
n VSEQ(Y)) = VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(9) n (VSEQ(c(gl)) u 
VSEQ(c(&))) = VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(9) n VSEQ(c(9,) v ~(3~)) = 
VSEQtTxI.1 
We are now ready for our first characterization of b-representability. 
Notation. For each 02 G SEQ( (U)), SSQ(@) denotes the set of all sub- 
sequences of sequences in @. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let T= (V, Z, 9). 
(a) For k>O, let Tk= (%?, ok, Y) where !3Yk= {ii in SEQ(( U)) - 
=QW=QtTl)l 14 <k} d an ok = c(.!%?k). Then T is k-bounded b-represen- 
table $‘j VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( TJ. 
(b) Let Tm = (9, am, Y), where gm = SEQ( ( U)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)) 
and a ~ = ~(33~). Then T is b-representable $f VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( Tm). 
Prooj (a) Suppose VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(Tk). Then T is obviously k- 
bounded b-representable. Now suppose T is k-bounded b-representable. By 
Lemma 2.1, we may assume that Z = {a] where a = c(g) for some k-boun- 
ded 33 G SEQ( (U)). To see that VSEQ( Tk) G VSEQ(T), let ti be in 
VSBQ( Tk). Suppose fi 1 ti, with [r?[ < k. Then ~7 is not in .GJk and so is in 
SSQ(VSEQ( T)). Since VSEQ( T) G VSEQ(a) and VSEQ(a) is subsequence 
closed (by Proposition 1.1) it follows that SSQ(VSEQ(T)) G VSEQ(a). 
Hence ti is in VSEQ(a) and so not in 9Y. Therefore ti is in VSEQ(a), 
whence VSBQ( Tk) G VSEQ(a). Since 
VSEQ( Tk) = VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(9) n VSEQ(ak) 
s VSEQ(g) n VSEQ(Y), 
it follows that 
VSEQ( Tk) G VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(3) n VSEQ(a) 
= VSEQ( T). 
Consider the reverse inclusion. Obviously, 
VSEQ( T) G SSQ(VSEQ( T)) G VSEQ(ak) 
VSEQ( T) G VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(3). 
Hence. 
VSEQ( T) G VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y) n VSEQ(ak) 
= VSEQ( Tk). 
(b) The proof is the same as in (a) except for the fact that there is no 
bound k to consider. 1 
Since 93m = SEQ( ( U)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)), it is immediately seen that 
VSEQ(am) = SSQ(VSEQ(T)), Hence we have: 
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COROLLARY. A CSS T= (59, .I?, Y) is b-representable #jf 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(9) n SSQ(VSEQtT)J. 
Using Theorem 2.1(a), we now exhibit a b-representable CSS which is 
not bounded b-representable. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let T be the CSS ((A, B, $3, 0, {fA}), CJ, Y), where 
Darn(A) = DOWI is the set of positive integers, fA(a, b) = u + 1 for all a 
and b, 3 = {( 1, b) 1 b > O}, and G is the constraint for which a sequence is 
true iff it contains as input at most fi n’s for each n B 0 (i.e., at most one 1, 
two 2’s, three 3’s, etc.). Clearly, 0 is a bad-subsequence constraint. 
Suppose that T is bounded b-representable. Using the notation of 
Theorem 2.1(a), there exists k>O such that VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(Tk). For 
each i, let Map = (i, k) and & = n 1k . . . u,~ + 1 Jk. Clearly, q is in VSEQ(@?) n 
VSEQ(9). Since each subsequence of G of length at most k is in 
SSQ(VSEQ(T)), q is in VSEQ(G~). Thus, q is in VSEQ( Tk). However, 
G is obviously not in VSEQ(0) and therefore not in VSEQ(T). 
Thus VSEQ( T) # VSEQ(Tk), a contradiction. Hence, T is not bounded 
b-representable. 
Using the Corollary to Theorem 2.1, we now exhibit a CSS which is not 
b-representable. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let %?, ,?Z, and ZJ be as in Exampie 1.1. Let cr4 be the 
constraint over SEQ(( u)) defined by 
CJ~: An account-holder cannot make two consecutive deposits 
on the same day. 
We shall show that the CSS 7” = (q, ,Z”, Y), where ,Z’= Zu {g4}, is not 
b-representable. 
Let 
u, = (04/05/85, DEPOSIT, 2500,0.00019,0,0,2500); 
u1 = (04/05/85, WITHDRAW, 100, 0.00019, 0, 0, 2400); 
u3 = (04/05/85, DEPOSIT, 200,0.00019,0,0,2600); 
ZL, = (04/05/85, CHECK, 100, 0.00019, 0, 0,250O); and 
us = (04/05/85, DEPOSIT, 500,0.00019,0,0,3000). 
Clearly, ~~24~2.4~~~~~ is in VSEQ(T’) and the subsequence uric is in 
VSEQ(%?) n SSQ(VSEQ( T’)) n VSEQ(Y). However, ur u5 is not in 
VSEQ(O~). Hence 
VSEQ( T’) # VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(X) n SSQ(VSEQ( T’)), 
so T’ is not b-representable by the Corollary to Theorem 2.1. 
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The characterization of h-representability of a CSS T appearing in 
Theorem 2.1 (b) employed the bad-subsequence constraint c( .?$= ), where 
VSEQ(c(B=)) = SSQ(VSEQ( T)). It will be shown below (Lemma 2.2) that 
this bad-subsequence constraint has the smallest set of valid computation- 
tuple sequences among all bad-subsequence constraints giving rise to 
VSEQ( T). We now present our second characterization of b-represen- 
tability, this in terms of the bad-subsequence constraint with the largest 
(see Lemma 2.2) set of valid computation-tuple sequences. 
THEOREM 2.2. Given T= (V, Z, 9). let T’= (%‘, o’, 3) where B’ = 
(VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T) and r+ = c(&?‘). Then T is b-represen- 
table ijf VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T). 
ProoJ Obviously, we just need to establish the “only if.” Thus suppose 
that T is b-representable. By Lemma 2.1, we may assume that Z = {CJ} and 
0 = c(9) for some 3. We lirst show that VSEQ(T) G VSEQ(T’). Since 
VSEQ( T) G VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y), it suffices to show that VSEQ( T) CF 
VSEQ(rY). Suppose ti is in VSEQ( T). Assume 6 1 zIi. Then 6 is in 
SSQ(VSEQ(T)) G SSQ(VSEQ(0)) 
= VSEQ(CJ), by Proposition 1.1. 
Then ti is not in (VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(X)) - VSEQ( T). [Otherwise, 6 is in 
VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y) but not in VSEQ( T). Since 6 is in VSEQ(c), 15 is in 
VSEQ(%Y) n VSEQ(J) n VSEQ(c) = VSEQ( T), a contradiction.] Hence, 
ti is not in .%‘. Therefore, fi is in VSEQ(o’), as desired. We now show 
the reverse containment, i.e., VSEQ(T’)s VSEQ(T). Suppose ti is in 
VSEQ( T’). Then G is in VSEQ(cr’), so ti is not in ~3’. Hence> either ti is not 
in VSEQ(%Y) n VSEQ(9) or ti is in VSEQ( T). Since ~7 is in VSEQ( T’), 6 is 
in VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(9). Therefore, k is in VSEQ( T). 1 
Theorem 2.2 can be used to show that the CSS T’ of Example 2.3 is not 
b-representable. Indeed, let U, . . ~1~ be as in Example 2.3. The subsequence 
a, us is in 4?” = (VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T’). Hence, U, . us is 
not in VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y) n VSEQ(c(9’)). In Example 2.3 it was 
observed that U, . . . u5 is in VSEQ( T’). Therefore, VSEQ( T’) # VSEQ(%) n 
VSEQ(9) n VSEQ(c(a”)), which implies, by Theorem 2.2, that T’ is not 
b-representable. 
We mentioned earlier that the characterization given in Theorem 2.1(b), 
respectively Theorem 2.2, is in terms of the bad-subsequence constraint 
with the smallest, respectively the largest, set of valid computation-tuple 
sequences. Since this fact is needed in our next theorem, we now prove it. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T= (%, Z, 9) be b-representable and T’ = ($f, ,Y, Y), 
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where 2’ is a set of bad-subsequence constramts. Then VSEQ( T) = 
VSEQ(T’) $f 
(*) SSQ(VSEQ( T)) z VSEQ(Z’) 
G VSEQ(c((VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T))). 
Prooj Suppose (*) holds. Intersecting each term in (*) with 
VSEQ(%) nVSEQ(J) and using Theorem 2.2 and the Corollary to 
Theorem 2.1, we get 
VSEQ( T) G VSEQ( T’) G VSEQ( T). 
Hence, VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). 
Now suppose VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). Then VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’) G 
VSEQ(,Y). Since SSQ(VSEQ(Z’)) = VSEQ(Z’) (by Proposition l.l), 
SSQ(VSEQ(T)) G VSEQ(Z’). Now let ti be in VSEQ(Z’). To complete the 
argument we shall show that fi is in VSEQ(c((VSEQ(%?) nVSEQ(Y)) - 
VSEQ(T))). Let 01 ti. Since VSEQ(Z’) is subsequence closed, 5 is in 
VSEQ(A”). Two possibilities arise. 
(cx) 6 is in VSEQ(%?)nVSEQ(Y). Since 6 is in VSEQ(Z’), 6 is in 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T). 
(/?) ~7 is not in VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y). 
In either case, 6 is not in (VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T). Hence ti is 
in VSEQ(c((VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T))) as desired. 1 
We are now ready for the bounded-subsequence version of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T = (Gf!, Z, 9). For each Y G SEQ( (U)), let 
SL(Y) = { ti in 91 iii1 < IF/ for ah 2 in Y}. Let 
~49’ = U { M(ij) 117 in (VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T) 1, 
where M(G)=SL({ti in SEQ( (U)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)) Iii1 I?}. [Thus 
8’= u M(6), where 6 is jn (VSEQ(%?)n VSEQ(Y))- VSEQ(T) and 
M(6) is the set of all smallest length subsequences of 6 which are not in 
SSQ(VSEQ( T)).] Let T’ = (‘%‘, c(S?‘), 9). Then 
(a) T is (k-) bounded b-representable $f VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’) and 
9Y is (k-) bounded. 
(b) T is (k-) bounded b-representable $f T is b-representable and 23’ is 
(k- ) bounded. 
Prooj (a) Clearly, it suflices to demonstrate just the “only if.” Thus 
suppose Z = { CJ } (Lemma 2.1) and c = c(B), where B is k-bounded. We 
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first show that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). By Lemma 2.2, it is enough to show 
that 
(1) VSEQ(c(B’)) G VSEQ(c((VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(3)) - VSEQ( T))), 
whence VSEQ( 7”) !z VSEQ( T), and 
(2) SSQ(VSEQ(T)) G VSEQ(c(a’)), whence VSEQ( T) G VSEQ( T’). 
Since 54$’ G SEQ( ( U)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)), (2) follows. Consider (1). Sup- 
pose .% is not in the right-hand side of (1). Then there exists ~7 in 
(VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ(T) such that 61% Note that 6 is not in 
SSQ(VSEQ( T)). [Indeed, suppose fi is in SSQ(VSEQ(T)). Then ~7 is in 
VSEQ(q) n VSEQ(Y) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)). Since T is (bounded) b-represen- 
table, VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)) by the 
Corollary to Theorem 2.1. Therefore, 6 is in VSEQ( T), a contradiction.] 
Now choose c in M(5). Since 6 is in SEQ( ( U)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)) and ~716, - - - - - - 
fi exists. By definition, ti is in %?I. Since u 1 u and u 1 x, u 1 x. Hence, ,? is not in 
VSEQ(c(a’)). Therefore, (1) holds. 
Finally, consider the boundedness of g’. Let ti be in a’. Then ti is in 
M(6) for some 6 in (VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T). Clearly, i7 is not 
in VSEQ(c((VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T))). By Lemma 2.2, 
VSEQ(c(g)) & VSEQ(c((VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ(T))). 
Hence, 6 is not in VSEQ(c(z%)). Therefore, there exists @ in a such that 
GJ\ 6. By Lemma 2.2, SSQ(VSEQ(T)) G VSEQ(c(g)). Since i+ is not in 
VSEQ(c(g)), i6 is not in SSQ(VSEQ(T)). From the definition of M(c), 
/ti/ < /@I. Since ti is in g, ii+/ 6 k. Thus, Ifi/ <k, so @’ is k-bounded. 
(b) An examination of the proof of part (a) reveals that the con- 
dition “VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’)” is equivalent to “T is b-representable.” 
Hence (b) follows. 1 
COROLLARY. Let T= (%?, Z, 9). For k>O, let Tk = (9, ok, 9) where 
Bk = {ii 1 ii in SSQ(VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(Y)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)), ltil< k} und 
qk = ~(99~). Then T is k-bounded b-representable Qf VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( Tk). 
ProojI Again, we just need to restrict ourselves to the “only if.” Thus 
suppose T is k-bounded b-representable. Let 
where M(fi)=SL({ti in =QCC WI - ~~QW~Q~~~~l4 fill. BY 
Theorem 2.3, VSEQ( T) = VSEQ((%‘, c(W), 9)) and a’ is k-bounded. Sup- 
pose 6 is in zW. Then 1~71 < k and G is in M(c) for some r7 in (VSEQ(%) n 
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- - 
VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ(T). By definition of M(0), ~1 u and fi is in 
SEQ( ( U)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)). Then ii is in 
SSQ((VSEQ(g) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ( T)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)) 
G SSQ(VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(Y)) - SSQ(VSEQ( T)). 
Since /tii <k, ii is in gk. Hence VSEQ(C(~~)) s VSEQ(c(#)) and 
VSEQ( Tk) s VSEQ( T). 
To see the reverse containment, whence the result, let fi be in VSEQ(T). 
Suppose 61% Obviously ti is in SSQ(VSEQ( T)), so fi is not in ak. Hence ti 
is in VSEQ(C(B~)), so ti is in VSEQ(7’k). 1 
Although Theorem 2.3 is rather technical, it frequently has a decided 
advantage over Theorem 2.1(a). Indeed, suppose one wishes to determine if 
a given CSS T is bounded &representable. To use Theorem 2.1(a), one lirst 
has to find a k such that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( Tk). To use Theorem 2.3, it 
may be possible to explicitly express the constraint c(P) and then derive 
an upper bound (if any) for the lengths of the sequences in &?I. Further- 
more, the least upper bound for &Y is (as is easily seen) the smallest value 
of k for which T is k-bounded &representable. 
We conclude the section by using Theorem 2.3 to show that the CSS of 
Example 2.2 is not bounded b-representable. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let T be the CSS of Example 2.2. For k >O let 
uk = ulk . ” u(k + 1)k be the same. Clearly, q is in (VSEQ(??) n VSEQ(Y)) - 
VSEQ(g) and thus not in VSEQ(T). Since T is b-representable, 
VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(3) n SSQ(VSEQ(cr)) 
by the Corollary to Theorem 2.1. Therefore, G is not in SSQ(VSEQ(T)). 
Obviously, every proper subsequence of 6 is in SSQ(VSEQ(T)). Then q 
is in Z% (using the notation of Theorem 2.3). In other words, for each k > 0 
there exists G in a’ such that [%I > k. Hence g’ is not bounded. By 
Theorem 2.3, T is not bounded b-representable. 
3. &REPRESENTABILITY AND LOCAL CONSTRAINTS 
Given an object history described by a CSS, the question arises as to 
how to check the validity of the computation-tuple sequence obtained by 
adding a new tuple. Usually, the entire sequence has to be taken into 
account. This obviously involves considerable work. In [GTl], the notions 
of local constraint and local representability were introduced to avoid the 
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above situation. In the present section, we study the connection between 
(bounded) b-representability and local representability of a CSS. 
We start with the notion of local constraint, some related concepts and 
two propositions which clarify the relationship between (bounded) bad- 
subsequence constraints and local constraints. 
DEFINITION. A constraint c over (U) is k-local (k > 0) if for each G = 
Lfl ...urn in SEQ(<U)), tn>k, G /= 0 iff ~,~i+,.~~u,+~ I /= G for all i, 
1 < i < m - k + 1. A constraint is focal if it is k-local for some k. 
If a CSS has only local constraints then whenever a tuple u is added to a 
valid computation-tuple sequence G, we just have to check the tail of tiz.4 to 
see if ZZ is a valid computation-tuple sequence. 
If cr is k-local, then 0 is m-local for all m 2 k. Also, if CJ~ is a ki-local con- 
straint for 1 < i < p, then G, A . A rrp is m-local, where m = 
max{ k; 1 1 < i < p}. Thus, without loss of generality, when dealing with a set 
Z of local constraints we may assume that Z = {D]. 
Note that the empty set is a set of local constraints. 
Many real-life constraints on object histories can be described as (boun- 
ded) bad-subsequence constraints. On the other hand, it is desirable to 
have only local constraints, since they can easily be checked. Unfor- 
tunately, local constraints and bad-subsequence constraints are opposites 
in a sense. The former concerns tuples next to each other, whereas the lat- 
ter involves tuples arbitrarily far apart. Nevertheless, there are constraints 
which are of both types simultaneously. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let (U) = AB, A a state attribute and B an input 
attribute. Let Dam(A) = Dam(B) be the set of positive integers. Let 93 = 
{(al3 i,)(az,iz)la,, a2, il>l, il>iz,. I. Let G be the 2-local constraint over 
(U) detined by (a,, i,)... (ar, ir) is in VSEQ(CJ) iff either r = 1 or r 2 2 and 
iJ < ij+ , for all j, 1 <j<r-1. A sequence z?=(a,,il)...(aF,ir) is not in 
VSEQ(c(93)) iff there exist im and i,? such that m < rz and im > in. This holds 
iff there exists i,,,, such that m < ~2’ < n and i,,I, > i,,,, + , , i.e., iff ~7 is not in 
VSEQ(g). Hence c(g) = CJ, i.e., c is both a local and a bad-subsequence 
constraint. 
In the above example, the local constraint c(a) turned out to be 
bounded. This was no accident, as is now shown. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. [f c(g) is local, then it is bounded. 
ProoJ Suppose c(g) is not bounded. Let k be an arbitrary positive 
integer. By Proposition 2.1, there exists G in g,,,ia such that jfii > k. Then ti 
is not in VSEQ(c(g)). Since ~7 is in gmi,?, ti is in VSEQ(c(g)) for each 
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interval 6 of rYi of length k. Hence c(g) is not k-local. Since k was arbitrary, 
c(g) is not local. 1 
Although some bounded bad-subsequence constraints are local, many 
are not. Our next result clarifies the situation. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 69 G SEQ(( U)) and suppose c(g) is a bounded 
bad-subsequence constraint. Then c(B) is not local iff for each positive 
integer k, there exists ~7, 17, G in SEQ( ( U> ) such that (i) i@j > k, (ii) tiG and 
ICC are in VSEQ(c(&?)), and (iii) UZI u in B’,,,i,,. 
Prooj Consider the “if.” Let k be an arbitrary positive integer and let ti, 
6, ti satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii). Then iti@ij/ > k and, since 26 is in ??IMjfl, tiK)fi 
is not in VSEQ(c(9)). Let 2 be an interval of UWG of length k. Either 2 is 
an interval of tiG or .iZ is an interval of b?G. By (ii), .? is in VSEQ(c(.%)). 
Hence c(B) is not k-local, and thus not local. 
Now suppose c(%?) is not local. Since c(g) is a bounded bad-sub- 
sequence constraint, it follows from the Corollary to Proposition 2.1 that 
&,, is l-bounded for some f> 0. Let k > 0. To show the existence of ti, 6, 
and IG satisfying (i)-(iii), it sufftces to assume k > 2. Since c(g) is not local, 
it is not (k/- 1 )-local. Thus there exists 5 in SEQ( ( U)) - VSEQ(L-(~~)), 
151 > kl, such that each interval of 5 of length kl- 1 is in VSEQ((jg)). 
Since c(g) is uniform, 
each interval of 5 of length at most kl- 1 is in VSEQ(c(B)). (1) 
Choose 5 such that 151 is minimal with respect to the property in (1). Let 
z = z , . Z,$. (21 
Since 2 is not in VSEQ(c(B)), there exists 2 =x, .‘. X~ in Z&in such that 
i 15. Since &i” is l-bounded, m < 1. Suppose m = 1. Then 2 is an interval of 
2 and of length at most kl- 1 (since k 2 2). By (l), 2 is in VSEQ(c(&?)). 
This contradicts the fact that 2 is in $,,i,,. Hence m 2 2, i.e., 2 <m < 1. For 
each such .?, let 
sf(.%)=min{im- i, + 1 1 there exist iz ,..., i,,- , with 1 < i, -C . . c im <n 
such that x, = z,, ,..., X~ = z,~ j. 
[Thus, ~~(2) is the length of the smallest interval .I of 2 such that TiJ.1 
Choose 2 so that sz(Z) is minimal, and tix i, ,..., i,,, so that s5(.?) = i,,, - i, + 1. 
By detinition of sz(Z), there exists an interval .I of 5, of length s?(Z), such 
that %I J. Hence J is not in VSEQ(c(B)). By (l), 
s?(i) 2 kZ. (3) 
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By (2), (3), and the minimality property of .Z, it follows that i, = 1 and 
im = n. 
Consider the sequence 
iz--i, - 1, i3-iz- l,..., im-i+, - 1. 
The sum of this sequence of integers is 
iW - iI-m+l=n-l--m+1 
=n-m 
>k/-I 
(4) 
= (k - 1 )f. 
Suppose each integer in the sequence is at most k - 1. Then the sum is at 
most (k- l)(m- 1)~ (k- l)(/- l), contradicting (4). Hence one of the 
integers, say ij - [,- i - 1, is at least k. Let 
u=xl...exjp,, 
w=z,,~,+lzj,~,+~...z; ,-,, and 
v=x;..xm. 
Then 
l*l=(ij-l)-(i,.MI+l)+l 
=iI-i, ,-1 
2 k. 
By assumption, tii?= 2 is in 58,,,i,,. Suppose ti@ is not in VSEQ(c(g)). Then 
there exists 7 in %?,,,in such that 7 1 titi. Since EG 15, 7 12. Also, the interval 
of F consisting of all computation tuples prior to .x, contains ti@. Thus, 
sJGti) < n = ~~(2). This contradicts the minimality property of s:(i). 
Hence, GG is in VSEQ(c(a)). Similarly, %z? is in VSEQ(c(g)). 1 
Using Proposition 3.2, we get: 
COROLLARY. Let 93 G SEQ( ( U)), with c?&,,~,, finite. Suppose Dom( < U> ) 
is infinite and there exists 2 in &$,i,, of length at least 2. Then ~(93) is a 
bounded bad-subsequence constraint which is not local. 
Proof. By the Corollary to Proposition 2.1, c(g) is a bounded bad-sub- 
sequence constraint. Let k be an arbitrary positive integer. Since 
Dom( (U)) is infinite, there exists a sequence ti in SEQ( (U)) of length k 
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such that no tuple of $ occurs in any sequence in the linite set B,,,in. Let 
7 24 =lll..-um, m > 2. Clearly, z?= Us, 6= u*... Us, and @ satisfy the con- 
ditions of Proposition 3.2. Hence, c(B) is not local. 1 
The conditions of the corollary cannot be arbitrarily removed. Exam- 
ple 3.1 exhibits a 2-bounded g for which gmin is intinite and c(B) is local. 
Consider the condition that there exists c in a,,,,,, with 161 > 2. If &J,,Z,, is l- 
bounded, then c(g) is clearly a l-local constraint. Finally, consider the 
“Dom( ( U)) is intinite” hypothesis. Suppose Dom( ( 17)) has exactly 
k-tuples. Let a = { uu 1 u in Dom( ( U))). Then gMi,, = &7 and hence is finite. 
Since each ti in SEQ( ( U)) of length at least k + 1 has some sequence of B 
as a subsequence, no such E is in VSEQ(c(%Y)). Hence, c(B) is (k + 1 )-local 
in this situation. 
The results stated so far in this section involve relationships between 
bad-subsequence constraints, bounded bad-subsequence constraints and 
local constraints. However, as already mentioned, our main interest is in 
the ability of a set of object histories to be described by these constraints 
within a CSS context. To this end, we introduced in Section 2 the notions 
of b-representability and bounded &representability. A similar notion for 
local constraints was detined in [GTl] thusly: 
DEFINITION. A CSS T= (‘8, Z, Y) is said to be locally representable if 
there exists a CSS T’ = (‘8, Z”, Y) such that Z’ is a set of local constraints 
and VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T). 
We shall need the following characterization of local representability 
established in [GTl]. 
Notation. For each Y z SEQ( ( U)), INTERVAL(Y) = { ti 16 an inter- 
val of some element in Y}. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let T= (G?, Z, 9) and T’= (%?, a, 9), where 
VSEQ(cr) = INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)). Then VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’), and T is 
locally representable $f a is local. 
COROLLARY. Let T = (V, Z, 9) and T’ = (%‘I, Z’, 9’) be CSS over ( U) 
such that VSEQ(T) = VSEQ( T’). Then T is locally representable $f T' is 
locally representable. 
Proox This follows immediately from Proposition 3.3 and the fact that 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’) implies INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) = INTERVAL 
W~Q~~l~. I 
Local representability is an important property of a CSS since it gives a 
tractable way of checking whether or not an object history remains valid 
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after an update. Therefore, our chief concern in this section is in the 
interaction between local and (bounded) b-representability. Indeed, 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 deal with conditions under which the implications 
“b-representable implies locally representable” and “locally representable 
implies bounded b-representable” are valid. For the sake of completeness 
though we first present the following proposition on local representability. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 7’= (%‘, Z, 3) be a CSS over ( U) = (S) 
<I> <E >, with E # @. Then T is locally representable tfl there exists a CSS 
T’ = (%‘I, .F, X’) over (U) with 2’ = @ and VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T). 
ProojY Suppose VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’) for some T’ = (%?‘, @, Y’). Then 
T’ is locally representable. By the Corollary to Proposition 3.3, T is locally 
representable. 
Now suppose T= (%, Z, .p) is locally representable. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume Z = {o;, where G is a k-local constraint. Let 
%=((S), (Z), (E), 8,,Y), where (E)=C,...Cw. By assumption, 
E#0. Let5 p=max{k- l,~~.~j. For each i, 1 <i<q- 1, let e>.,=e<.,. Let 
ei.<) be the (partial) function from Dom(( U))p x Dom( (Ui Cq)) into 
Dom(C,,) detined as follows: 
(al ek.q(ul . . . . . up, ~[(UlC~)l)=e~.~(~.“~,~~~+,,...,~~,~[(UlC~)l) if 
ec.Ju p Jjcq+,,..., u,,, 4~Ul~q~l~ da ad 
~l~~~~~~~~~~l~~~l,~~~~~~~~.~~~~+~~...,~~~~~~~~l~~~l~~ 
is in VSEQ(Z). 
@I e>.Jz4, ,..., up, U[ (U 1 Cc,)]) is undelined otherwise. 
Let 8’= [e>.\CinEj, ,p’=,F, %“=((S), (I), (E),E’,Y’), 
cY’= {ti in VSEQ(T)j iti1 <p(%?‘)j., 
and T’ = (%‘, 0, Y’). It can be verilied in a straightforward manner that 
VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T). 1 
The above result no longer holds if the condition “E # 0” is removed. 
(We omit giving a counterexample.) The problem is that the state functions 
cannot be used to “incorporate” even l-local constraints since the state 
functions only depend on the previous tuple (and not even the present 
tuple). 
We now turn to connections between (bounded) b-representability and 
local representability. To examine these connections we introduce another 
type of constraint. 
Notation. Given ti and ii’in SE.Q( (U)), by ij[z? is meant that ii is an 
interval of 27. 
’ Recall that pCq is the rank of c(.~ 
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ZV~U~~OH. For each ,!J.J G SEQ( ( U) ) and k > 0, let c(a, k) be the con- 
straint over SEQ( (U)) delined by ti b c(g, k) if there is no i% in g and 6 
such that G 1 t?, 151 < k, and r?[G. 
Thus, G l= c(a, k) if no interval 6 of ti of length at most k contains some 
i@ in 4I as a subsequence. 
The constraint G; given in Example 2,l is an illustration of a c(&?, 2) con- 
straint. 
Clearly, ~(a, k) is a uniform constraint. Note that c(a, k) is a k-local 
constraint, but usually not a bad-subsequence constraint. Also, 
c(!&, k) A c(gz, k) = c(g, u gl, k), but for k, # k2, c(&?, , k,) A c(&, k2) 
need not be a constraint of the form c(%?, k ). 
We now present an example of a CSS which is both b-representable and 
locally representable. This CSS can also be described by a c(.%?, k) con- 
straint. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let T= (%, {pi, cl, 0~1, Y) be as in Example 1.1. Let 
Y = ($?, {G,, ~*],9). Since CJ, and crz are bad-subsequence constraints, T 
is &representable. Let 0; be as in Example 2.1. Let r = (%‘, { r~,, 0; 1, Y). 
Clearly, VSEQ( r) = VSEQ( 7”‘). Since ol and 0; are both local, T is also 
locally representable. 
Let &? be the set of sequences in SEQ( (U)) consisting of 
(1) all tuples u such that u[ACTION] = INTEREST and 
u[AMOlJNT] # 0; and 
(2) all sequences U, 2.4> such that u,[DATE] = QDATE] and 
ul[RATE] # uJRATE]. 
Let T“’ = (%, c(&?, 2), 9). A straightforward analysis shows that 
VSEQ( Y) = VSEQ( 7). 
Example 3.2 is a special case of our next result, which concerns when a 
&representable CSS is also locally representable. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T= ($7, Z, Y) be a b-representable CSS over (Uj. 
Then T is locai/y representable ijjj there exist k > 0 and B s SEQ( ( U> ) such 
that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T), where T’ = (%, ~(59, k), 9). 
ProoJ Clearly, it s&ices to show the “only if.” Thus suppose T is 
locally representable. By Proposition 3.3, we may suppose ,Z’= {g}, where 
VSEQ(c) = INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) and G is k-local for some k. Let 
g = {G 1 G not a subsequence of any 15 in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) 
of length at most k}. 
We shall show that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’), where T’ = (%?, ~(3, k), 9). 
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Suppose ti is in VSEQ( T). Then 2 is in VSEQ(‘%?) n VSEQ(Y). Suppox 
there exist 6 and G such that i.j[ti, ir?i< k, and @ 117, Then $ is a subseqtmlcx 
of some element in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) of length at most k. Hence KJ is 
not in g, so ti is in VSEQ(c(g, k)). Thus ti is in VSEQ(T’), i.e., 
VSEQ(T) &VSEQ(T’). To see the reverse inclusion, suppose G is in 
VSEQ(T’). Two cases arise. 
(cz) itii 2 k. Let 6 be an arbitrary interval of ti of length k. By 
defmition of VSEQ(c(B, k)), 6 is not in g, By definition of g, fi is a sub- 
sequence of some 2 in INTERVAL(VSEQ(T)) of length at most k. Since 
117 =k, c=i? i.e., 17 is in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) = VSEQ(cr). Since cr is 
k-local, ti is in VSEQ(cr). Thus, ti is in VSEQ(T). 
(/I) \G\ <k. Since ti /= c(a, k), fi is not in 8, By definition of !4?, G is a 
subsequence of some interval in INTERVAL(VSEQ(T)). Thus, 6 is in 
SSQ(VSEQ( T)). Since T is &representable, 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)) 
by the Corollary to Theorem 2.1. Hence, ti is in VSEQ( 77. 
In both cases, (IX) and (/I), ti is in VSEQ(T). Therefore, VSEQ(T’) G 
VSEQ( T) as desired. 1 
Theorem 3.1 and Example 3.1 suggest the following question: Suppose a 
CSS is both locally and b-representable. Under what conditions is it 
representable by local bad-subsequence constraints? This problem remains 
open. 
Consider the constraint in the proof of Theorem 3.1. To this end, 
let T= (%?, .Z, Y) be a CSS which is both b-representable and locally 
representable. Suppose the constraint CJ delined by VSEQ(O) = 
INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) is k-local. For each integer / > k, let 
a, = {G 1 i? not a subsequence of any 6, /iY < 1, in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T))}. 
Then the following holds: 
(1) VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( (%Y, ~(a,, /), 9)) for all 12 k. [This follows 
from the proof of Theorem 3.1, since a k-local constraint is l-local for all 
l>k.] 
(2) &?GB~ for each set @ such that VSEQ(T) = 
VSEQ((%?, c(g, k), Y)). (Indeed, suppose @ is not in gk. Then % is a sub- 
sequence of an interval in INTERVAL(VSEQ(T)) of length at most k. Let 
6 in VSEQ( T) be such that i? is a subsequence of an interval of ~7 of length 
at most k. Suppose G is in g. Then ti is not in VSEQ(c(g, k)), con- 
tradicting 6 being in VSEQ(T). Hence KJ is not in .?#, i.e., BGgk.) 
(3) IJ VSEQ(c(a,, f)) = SSQ(VSEQ( T)). [Z’roofomit~ed.] 
Ia& 
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Proposition 3.1 suggests the following question concerning CSS which 
are both locally representable and b-representable. If a CSS is locally 
representable and b-representable, is it also bounded b-representable? This 
question is still open. However, we shall see in Theorem 3.2 that the answer 
is positive if an extra condition is added. First though, we need a 
preliminary result. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T= (‘27, ,Z, 9) be a CSS such that 
(*) INTERVAL(VSEQ(@) n VSEQ(9)) n SSQ(VSEQ(T)) 
G INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)). 
Then T is b-representable. 
ProojI Clearly VSEQ( T) G VSEQ(%), VSEQ( T) G VSEQ($), and 
VSEQ( T) G SSQ(VSEQ( T)). Hence, 
Since 
VSEQ( T) G VSEQ(9) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)). 
VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(X) G INTERVAL(VSEQ(@) n VSEQ($)), 
it follows that 
VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(9) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)) 
G VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(X) n INTERVAL(VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(X)) 
n SSQ(VSEQ( T)). 
BY C*L 
VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(X) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)) 
G VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(Y) n INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)). 
By Proposition 3.3, 
VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(9) n INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) = VSEQ( T). 
Hence, 
VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(9) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)) G VSEQ( T), 
whence equality. By the Corollary to Theorem 2.1, T is b-representable. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let T = (97, Z, 9) be a loca& representable CSS such 
that 
(*) INTERVAL(VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(9)) n SSQ(VSEQ(T)) 
G INTERVAL(VSEQ( T) ). 
Then T is bounded b-representable. 
Prooj By Lemma 3.1, T is b-representable, Suppose T is not bounded 
b-representable. Then the set 9 defmed in Theorem 2.3 is not bounded. 
Let k be an arbitrary positive integer. Then there exists c in Z8’ of length 
greater than k. By definition of 8, zi is in M(5) for some i! in (VSEQ(%) A 
VSEQ( 9 )) - VSEQ( T). By the Corollary to Theorem 2.1, VSEQ( T) = 
VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(9) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)). Thus ti is not in SSQ(VSEQ( T)), - - 
so 6 is not in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)). Since u 1 v and 161 > k, 1171 > k. By the 
definition of M(6), * is in SSQ(VSEQ( T)) for all @ 16 such that I%\ = k. 
Now let $ be an arbitrary interval of 6 of length k. Then G is in 
INTERVAL(VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(Y)) n SSQ(VSEQ(T)). 
By (*), GG is in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)). Since 77 is not in INTERVAL 
(VSEQ( T)) and all intervals of 6 of length k are in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)), 
the constraint o defined by VSEQ(o) = INTERVAL(VSEQ(T)) is not 
k-local. Since k was arbitrary, VSEQ(c) is not local. By Proposition 3.3, T 
is not locally representable, a contradiction. Therefore, T is bounded 
b-representable. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let T= (%?, Z, 9) be a CSS which is b-representable and 
locally representable. Furthermore, suppose p(V) = 1. Then T is bounded 
b-representable. 
ProojI By Theorem 3.2, it suffices to show that 
INTERVAL(VSEQ(W) n VSEQ(9)) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)) 
G INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)). 
Thus, suppose ti = U, . . . Us is in INTERVAL(VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(9)) n 
SSQ(VSEQ( T)). Since z!j is in SSQ(VSEQ( T)), there exists 5 in VSEQ( T) 
such that ti 11% Hence 0 can be rewritten as OUTGUN +.. Gu,,,u~+ 1, where -- some of the q may be empty. Consider ?&ti. Since Ku 1 is a prefix of u, v1 Us 
is in VSEQ(T). Hence q~, is in VSEQ(‘%). Since ti is in INTERVAL 
(VSEQ(%‘)) and VSEQ(%) is interval closed, 6 is in VSEQ(%). From these 
two observations and the fact that p(W)= 1, it follows that qti= 
iqu, 242.. urn is in VSEQ(%?). Now qti and 6 have the same prefix of 
length 1, and this is in 9 since 6 is in VSEQ( T) and p(W) = 1. Hence qii is 
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also in VSEQ(9). Since F,tii 17, qii is in SSQ(VSEQ( r)). Thus qz2 
is in VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(9) n SSQ(VSEQ(T)). By the Corollary to 
Theorem 2.1, qii is in VSEQ( T). Therefore, ti is in INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) 
as desired. [ 
Many real-life example of object histories are described by CSS with 
rank 1. In fact, all the examples given in this paper fit that category. Hence, 
Corollary 1 is of special importance. 
COROLLARY 2. Let T= (W, Z, 3) be a CSS over (U) = (S)(I)(E). 
Suppose that A is an attribute in S such that (i) Dam(A) is a set of integers 
and (ii) fA is a partial function with the property that for each u in 
Dom( ( U) ), &(u) = u(A) + 1 when defined. Then T is bounded b-represen- 
table $ T is locally representable. 
Prooj It s&ices to show that condition (*) of Theorem 3.2 holds. To 
this end, let ti=~i...u~ be in 
INTERVAL(VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(9)) n SSQ(VSEQ( T)), 
Since G is in INTERVAL(VSEQ(@?) n VSEQ(Y)), 
C+J z++,(A)=q(A)+ 1 
for all i, 1 <i< m. Obviously, the only subsequences of sequences in 
VSEQ( T) which satisfy (+ ) are intervals of VSEQ( T). Hence, ti is in 
INTERVAL(VSEQ( T)) as desired. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the CSS T presented in Example 2.2. It was 
shown that T is not bounded b-representable. Clearly, T satisties the 
hypotheses of Corollary 2. Hence, T is not locally representable. 
4. FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES AS BAD-SUBSEQUENCE CONSTRAINTS 
As mentioned in the Introduction, one impetus for the present 
investigation was the observation that FDs could be formulated as bad- 
subsequence constraints. In this section, we document that statement. 
We then give some conditions as to when a set of FDs is not local. We 
conclude with a characterization of when b-representable CSS are 
FD-representable. 
We start with: 
DEFINITION. A constraint 0 over SEQ( (U)) is said to be a functionaI 
dependency (FD) if there exist (possibly empty) subsequences (X) and 
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( Y) of (U) such that a1 ... u,,, is in VSEQ(c) if, for all 1 < ii, i1 <m, 
q,[ (X)] = z+~[ (X)] implies6 ui,[( Y)]=uJ(Y)]. Such an FD is 
denoted (X) + ( Y). 
Given the FD (X) -+ ( Y), let 
Obviously c = c(g). Thus we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Each FD over SEQ( ( U) ) is a 2-bounded bad-sub- 
sequence constraint, 
The constraint g1 in Example 1.1 is obviously the FD (DATE) + 
(RATE). 
As an application of Propositions 3.2 and 4.1, we now prove that, in 
general, sets of FDs are not local (Proposition 4.2). However, there are 
exceptions which are dealt with in Proposition 4.3 and Example 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (a) Let z be a set of FDs over SEQ( (U)) such that 
(*) for every FD o’ of theform @ -+ (Z), VSEQ(z) # VSEQ(cr’). 
Suppose that Dam(A) contains at least three elements for each A in U. Then 
the constraint o, dejmed by VSEQ(G) = VSEQ(x), i.7 not local. 
(b)’ Let a = (X) -+ ( Y) be an FD over SEQ( (U)) such that 
(w) for euery FD o’ of theform 0 + (Z), VSEQ(c) # VSEQ(e’). 
Then ct is not local.’ 
Proof (a) Let z= {cJ,,..., rr,,}, with cj= (Xj) -+ (Y;) for each i. By 
Proposition 4.1, for each i there exists 99(j) such that o.= c(9@)). 
Obviously, for each i and each ti in 99!$, 1 tii = 2. Let 98 = Ur= i %9$,,. By 
Lemma 2.1, 0 = c(g). Since each ti in 98 is of length 2, ami,, = &9. Let 
Z= (j {H’s Ui V-SEQ(z) G V’SEQ(0 -+ (IV))}. 
Clearly, VSEQ(z) z VSEQ(0 -+ (Z)). It follows from (*) that there exists 
m such that Y,,, @ XmZ. (Indeed, suppose that Yic XiZ for i= l,..., n. 
Then, as is easily seen, VSEQ( 0 + (Z) ) & VSEQ(c;) for each i. Hence, 
6 If (Z) is the empty sequence, we assume that u,,[ (Z)] = u,~[ (Z)] always holds. 
’ The (b) part was stated in [GTl] without proof. 
* Note that in (b), no assumption is made that each attribute domain have at least three 
elements. 
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VSEQ(@ + (2)) G VSEQ(L). Thus VSEQ(L) = VSEQ( 0 4 (Z)), con- 
tradicting (*).) Then there exists i= zlzz in SEQ( (U)) such that9 
z,[(X~Z)]=ZJ(X,,,Z)] and zl[(Ym)]#zz[(Ym)]. Obviously, 5 is 
not in VSEQ(c,,,), so 5 is in 9#!$; G 99 z .6%?,,i”. Let w in D~M( (U)) be such 
that w[(Z)] =z,[(Z)] =z*[(Z)] and w(A)#zl(A) and w(A)#zz(A) 
for all A not in Z. Since each Dow(A) has at least three elements, w exists. 
Now let k be an arbitrary positive integer and % = y1 . . yk, each yj = ~9. 
Let G=z, and G=z~. Then uv is in a,,, ,,,. We now show that ii@ is in 
VSEQ(z). An analogous argument shows that $6 is in VSEQ(E). By 
Proposition 3.2, it will then follow that 0 is not local. 
Consider an arbitrary 0, = (Xi) + (Y;). It suffices to show that ti@ is in 
VSEQ(oi). Suppose Xi G Z. Let .x1-x2 1 GG. If x, =-x2 = w, then x, [ ( Yi)] = 
+[ ( Yi)]. Suppose x, = z1 and + = ~1. By construction of z, , .x, [ ( Xi}] # 
xz[ (Xi)]. Thus, for both cases, “.K, [ (X;)] = .x*[ (X;)] implies 
.x, [ ( Yi)] = xz[ ( Yi)]” holds. H ence, ti!-? b CJ,. Now suppose Xi s Z. Then 
Yi G Z. [Indeed, suppose Y, @ Z. Since (Xi) -+ ( Y,) is in 2, VSEQ(z) G 
VSEQ( (Xi) + ( Y;)). Since VSEQ(z) G VSEQ(0 + (Z)), 
And since x, G z, V=Qt {0 -+ <Z>, <J’;) + G’J}EV=Q 
(0 + (ZYi)). By delinition of Z, ZYj G Z. Thus Y, G Z, a contradiction.] 
Therefore, X, Yis Z. From this, it readily follows that z?G is in VSEQ(c;). 
(b) By Proposition 4.1, there exists 98 such that 0 = (X) + ( Y) = 
c(g). It is readily seen that (**) is equivalent to X# 0 and Y @ X. [This 
follows from the fact the the FDs of the form 0 -+ (Z) can be divided into 
the FDs 0 -+ (Z) with Z # 0 and the trivial FD @ -+ 0.1 Since Y S& X, 
it is clear that gmin # 0. Thus there exists 2 = z1 zz in &in. Since z, zz v G, 
z,[(X)]=zz[(X)] (and z,[(Y)]#zz[(Y)]). Let ~jin km((U)) be 
such that w[(X)] #zr[(X)] =z?[(X)]. Since each domain is assumed 
to have at least two elements, w exists. 
Let k be an arbitrary positive integer and @ = y1 ‘. . yk, where -vj = NJ for 
each j. Again, let zi = z, and 6 = zz. It is obvious that tii~ and tit? are in 
VSEQ(o) Hence i& 17, and G satisfy Proposition 3.2. Therefore, 0 is not 
local. 1 
The assumption (*) (respectively (**)) in Proposition 4.2 that z (respec- 
tively 0) is not replaceable by an FD of the form @ -+ (Z) cannot be 
deleted. Actually, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Each FD CJ = 0 -+ (Z) over SEQ( (CJ)) is 2-local. 
’ (.X’,,,Z) is the set X,,,Z ordered as a subsequence of (U> 
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ProoJ First suppose Z = @. Then VSEQ(e) = SEQ( (U)). Obviously, 
0 is l-local, and hence 2-local. Now suppose Z # 0. Let uI . .. 1.4~ be in 
SEQ((U)) and ~;z++~ i=c for i=l,...,m-1. Then u;[(Z)]= 
~,+I[(Z)]foralli<m-l.Thusu,[(Z)]=z4~[(Z)]= ... =u,,,[(Z)]. 
Hence, r~ is 2-local. 1 
Also, the condition in Proposition 4.2(a) that each domain has at least 
three elements cannot be arbitrarily removed. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let (U)=AB, with Dom(,4)=Dom(B)= {O, l}. Let 
Z={A+B, B+A) and 0 be the constraint defined by VSEQ(c) = 
VSEQ(2). We now show that c is 2-local. 
Let ~7 = uI .. u,,, n > 2, and suppose u,u, + , + 0 for all i < fi - 1. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that u, = (0,O). Using induction, suppose 
that u, is either (0,O) or (1, 1) for each i < m < n. Since um -, um b 0, Us, is 
also either (0,O) or (1, I ). Hence ii consists only of the tuples (0,O) and 
( 1, 1 ). Hence ti t= CJ, so IS is 2-local. 
Although the connections between FDs and local constraints are of 
interest, consistent with the view maintained up to now, our main concern 
in this section is with the set of object histories which can be described by 
CSS having only FD constraints. This leads us to: 
DEFINITION. A CSS T= (55, ,X, 9) over (U) is said to be FD-represen- 
tuble if there exists a CSS T’ = (%‘, ,X’, 9) such that .X’ is a set of FDs over 
SEQ( (U)) and VSEQ( Y) = VSEQ( T). 
We now introduce two characterizations of FD-representability. To do 
this we introduce some terminology, the last of which (the + operator) is 
borrowed from relational database theory, e.g., [GZ]. 
Notation. Let @( (,) (or @ if ( U) is understood) be the set of all FDs 
over SEQ( ( U) ). 
Clearly, @cc,> is finite. 
Not&ion. For each d&! & SEQ( ( U)), let 
z*= {~in~~~,~l~~~VSEQ(~)~ and 4Y + = VSEQ&). 
The following properties of the + operator are straightforward and their 
proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let %! 5 SEQ( (17)). Then 
(a) %c@+. 
(b) @+~p-+ [j"%zF'-sSEQ((Uj). 
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(c) % + G VSEQ(Z) ij. @ G VSEQ(.Z), ,Z G @. 
(d) (VSEQ(,Z’))+ = VSEQ(Z) for all Z G @. 
We are now ready for our lirst characterization of FD-representability. 
THEOREM 4.1. A b-representable CSS T = (%‘, .Z, 3) is F&representable 
LXf 
(*) (SSQ(VSEQ( T)))+ G VSEQ(c((VSEQ(%) 0 VSEQ(9)) - VSEQ( T))). 
ProojI Suppose (*) holds. Let Z’ = .ZssoCvsEoCT,,. By delinition of +, 
(SSQ(VSEQ(T)))+ = VSEQ(Z’). F rom this, (*) and Lemma 4.1(a) (for 
0% = SSQ(VSEQ( T))), we get 
SSQ(VSEQ( T)) z VSEQ(Z’) 
z VSEQ(c((VSEQ(%) I-, VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ(T))). 
By Lemma 2.2, VSEQ( T) = VSEQ((%?, Z’, 9)). Hence T is FD-represen- 
table. 
Now suppose T is FD-representable. Then VSEQ(T) = VSEQ 
((9, ,Y, 9)) for some ,Y cz @. By Proposition 4,1, T is b-representable. By 
Lemma 2.2, 
(w) SSQ(VSEQ( T)) G VSEQ(Z’) 
c VSEQ(c((VSEQ(97) n VSEQ(Y)) - VSEQ(T))). 
Since VSEQ(Z’) = (VSEQ(Z’))+ (by Lemma 4.1(d)), it follows from (**) 
and from (b) and (c) of Proposition4.4 that (SSQ(VSEQ(T)))+ G 
VSEQ(,Z’). This and (**) yields (*). 1 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we cannot assume that Z’ = { CJ’}. 
Indeed, let (U> = (ABC), g, = (A) -+ (B), and c~= (B) + CC’). As in 
relational database theory, it can be shown that there is no CJ in @ such 
that VSEQ(0) = VSEQ( {pi, c~}). 
Our second characterization of FD-representability is: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T= ($9, 2, 9) be a CSS over { lJ) and 
T’ = (V, ii”, Y), where Z’ = .EssQcVsEQcT,,. Then T is FD-representable ijjf 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’), 
ProojI It s&ices to just show the “only if.” Thus suppose that T is FD- 
representable. By Proposition 4.1, T is b-representable. Hence, (*) of 
Theorem 4.1 holds. By delinition of the + operator, 
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Hence, VSEQ(Z’) = (SSQ(VSEQ(T)))+. As in the proof of the “if’ of 
Theorem 4.1, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that VSEQ( T) = 
VSEQ( (W, ,Z”, 9)) = VSEQ( 7-‘). 1 
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